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The system for quantitative assessment of the relationship between 

Integrated LF (SNS) and Integrated HF(PSNS) activities level based 

on spectral analysis of R-R intervals variability. 

Introduction.   

Traditionally, doctors and physiologists around the world imagine the relationship 

between sympathetic and parasympathetic activities as a system of one dimension. 

 

 

  

This is represented in the image above, where SNS activity increases as the PSNS 

activity decreases or vice versa. This assumption, however, is exist for only simple 

cases, but for more complicated cases, for instance, such as degenerative joint 

disease, in which autonomic nervous centers degenerate and as result both SNS and 

PSNS activity simultaneously going down, one dimension image of ANS function 

is not appropriate. Or a different example of an athlete waiting to start the 

competition. In this case PSNS activity level has to be high as an athlete must be 

totally relaxed. At the same time, sympathy-adrenergic activity must also function 

at a high level in order for the athlete to be able immediately start on time.  

As demonstrated in the above examples, ANS function should be represented in two 

dimensions, but until now there was no method to quantitatively assess the levels of 

activity of SNS and PSNS in a system of two coordinates.  

Intellewave system is the first and only fully automatic system for quantitative 

assessment of the relationship between Integrated LF (SNS) and Integrated 

HF(PSNS) activities level based on spectral analysis of R-R intervals variability 

derived solely from ECG data stream. See US Patent N 7,826,892 B2 from 

November 2, 2010. The physiology behind this method is based on the fact that 

medulla’s vasomotor center by autonomic innervation to the Sino-atrial node (SA 
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node) change time-interval between each consecutive R – wave, and Spectral 

analysis of R-R intervals variability can demonstrated modulation of SNS and PSNS  

activity as well as all other physiological modulations onto S-A node visualized by 

spectral function. As result by analyzing the relationship between the values of all 

the spectral function components we can find indirectly information about activity 

level of SNS and PSNS modulation. In attachment you can find information about 

methods for graphical visualization of R-R intervals variability, because it’s plays 

crucial role in all Heart Rate variability history. NOTE:  The final decision about 

autonomic function can be made only by a physician and is based on the combined 

analysis of HF and LF relationships, and blood pressure data. 

The system includes Electrocardiogram and Blood pressure measuring device. A 

variety of data collected during the test (HRV, blood pressure and Electrocardiogram 

readings) enables doctors to evaluate (more accurately) patients' Autonomic 

Nervous System activity/status. The Intellewave system is distinguished by its high 

accuracy, speed and reliability, and is very easy to operate. 

An earlier version of the Intellewave System was validated with excellent results by 

Columbia University studies in 1998, 1999 and 2001. 

 

 

 

DEVICE CONFIGURATIONS: 

Intellewave system 1.5 included: 

1. Lap-top computer with preinstalled software of ECG and R-R intervals 

variability analysis;  

2. PBI QRS-card ECG device with optionally USB or Bluetooth wireless 

connections; 

3. Fully automatic USB connected Blood Pressure device Meditech ABPM- 05. 
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                               System configuration. 

 

Two- dimensional imagination of the Autonomic Nervous system 

status 

 

On the image below we are demonstrated 2-dimensional approach for 

visualization of Autonomic status with corresponding examples of rhythm 

graphic strip and Spectral Function related with appropriate SNS and 

PSNS activity levels. Quantitative assessment of Integrated LF(SNS) and 

Integrated HF(PSNS) activity level based on interrelationship between all 

Spectral function components calculated by Spectral analysis of R-R 

intervals variability. Methodological basis of this highly complicated 

algorithm was very famous Artificial Intelligence “Theory of the 

Frames”, created by Dr. Marvin Minsky [MIT, 1974]  
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Data input visualization (ECG, R-R intervals variability,  

Blood Pressure) during the test.   
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In the medical field Intellewave System is used by physicians to objectively confirm 

or exclude cases of Cardiovascular Autonomic Neuropathy (CAN), Diabetic 

Autonomic Neuropathy (DAN) and other diseases or malfunctions of the Autonomic 

Nervous System (ANS). For example, information provided by Intellewave system 

gives a physician an ability to recognize cases of Beta-Blockers overdose or Risk of 

Sudden Cardiac Arrest. Moreover, the new version 1.5 includes Real-Time 

Autonomic assessment during Tilt-Table testing. Intellewave System can also 

monitor ANS activity by a "real-time" (up to 24 h) quantitative assessment of 

Spectral function components. 

NOTE: All clinical correlations of HRV analysis data is made by a physician only.  

Using Autonomic testing in Clinical practice  

1.0 Decreasing of Parasympathetic activity as a marker of path-physiological 

developments. 

We have to realized that Autonomic assessment based on R-R intervals variability 

is the strait physiological study, which cannot claim some medical diagnosis, but 

American Medical Association suggest to use Autonomic Function testing, first of 

all PSNS assessment as a method to recognize level of path-physiological 

development mostly for Cardiovascular or Diabetic Autonomic neuropathy (CAN 

or DAN) cases, but it is not mean that ANS testing can diagnose CAN or DAN. 

Approach is different; We do recognize just level of decreasing Parasympathetic 

activity, because as it’s well known any pathological development related with 

damage of  Parasympathetic receptors and as result on 2-dimensional graph it’s 

demonstrated as levels -1, -2, -3 or -4 decreases of PSNS. In case if doctor clinically 

find a symptom of CAN or DAN and corresponding level of decrease of PSNS he 

can qualify such of condition for instance as Moderate (-2) level of path-

physiological development of CAN or DAN. See Fig. below.  
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                            Fig. 1 Moderate level of path-physiological development 

Follow AMA suggestions we differentiate CAN or DAN path-physiological 

development levels on 2 major condition: early stage and chronic stage. 

 Early stage of CAN or DAN when PSNS is negative -1 or -2    

1.1 Early stage of path-physiological development 
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                        Fig. 2 Early stage of Path-physiological development 

1.2 Chronic stage of path-physiological development 
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                Fig. 3 Chronic stage of CAN or DAN when PSNS is -3 or -4  
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As you can see already for Autonomic function testing, we used 2 the most 

popular physiological interventions: 1. Orthostatic test and 2. Valsalva 

maneuver combined with Deep breathing. This method of testing 

recommended by AMA and required by Medicare CPT codes description. 
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                 Fig. 4   Valsalva test result for chronic case of CAN or DAN                                                             
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Here is interesting point. Medicare qualify Parasympathetic testing result as 

diagnostic and Medicare pay attention that they would like to pay mostly for 

diagnosis, not for assessment of effectiveness of some therapy, which is actually 

very interesting for clinicians to see Autonomic response pre-and-post the therapy. 

We summarize Medicare qualify Parasympathetic function testing as diagnostic 

testing, because by PSNS assessment we can recognize level of path-physiological 

development of some pathology. Medicare based on AMA suggestion to ANS 

testing target assessment of level of path-physiological development, mostly CAN 

or DAN but from scientifically point of view there is absolutely doesn’t matter what 

kind of pathology clinically find by physician, by PSNS function we can recognize 

only level of pathological development. Assessment of Sympathetic function make 

clinically sense only when PSNS is negative, mean path-physiological development 

is present  

 

 

1.3 Case of excluding CAN or DAN 

Below you can see Orthostatic test result for patient with some clinical 

evidence of CAN, but Valsalva test exclude this possibility, see Fig. 6 
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Fig.  5 Orthostatic test result for patient with clinical evidence of CAN 
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  Fig. 6 CAN or DAN cases are excluded because PSNS during 

Valsalva test significantly improved 

 

2.0 Decrease of PSNS and high level of SNS as an evidence of high 

Stress or Pain.  
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In case if PSNS is negative, but SNS is high, this is an evidence of Stress or Pain 

(if pain clinically confirmed), see Fig. 7a and 7b below. 

By AMA suggestion for Autonomic Function testing we must do Orthostatic 

test to see current ANS status and Valsalva maneuver combined with Deep 

Breathing to recognize reserve of Autonomic function. This is standard 

protocol for Autonomic Function testing. By this battery of tests, the situation 

which we describe above typically look like as it’s sown below. 

 

                                      Fig. 7a Stress or Pain case – orthostatic test 
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Fig. 7b Stress or Pain case – Valsalva maneuver combined with Deep Breathing 

2.1 Problems related with differentiation between physiological 

stress and real pain. 

As it was described above - Decrease of PSNS and high level of SNS is an 

evidence of high Stress or Pain (if pain clinically confirmed) see Fig.7a,b, but 

unfortunately pain-medicine doctors now faced with situation, when patient is 

highly stressed (mostly emotionally) and has no real pain, but still complain on 

strong pain and demand pain medicine (usually contained narcotic 

components). This situation required some objective testing to recognize real 

pain and differentiated it with physiological stress or even simulation. First of 
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all, we have to clarify that physiological stress is normal physiology condition 

with high SNS status and almost normal (means positive PSNS), but opposite 

situation with pain, because pain usually related with some pathological process 

and as it’s well known during any pathological development parasympathetic 

receptors damaged and as result PSNS activity is decreased. It means in one 

hand situation is simple: - if SNS high and PSNS is normal, there is no pain just 

physiological stress and – if SNS high and PSNS decreased (means negative) 

there is pain. Unfortunately, it is not so simple, because for instance chronic 

stress usually qualified as path-physiological process and chronic stress also 

damaged PSNS receptors and related with decrease of PSNS. Even more 

temporally stress, if it’s very strong can also damage PSNS receptors and shown 

decrease of PSNS. Finally, we do realize that simple differentiation between 

pain and physiological stress just by PSNS status is not so clear. We propose 

special method for differentiation between stress and pain(if pain clinically 

confirmed ): Actually, if standard Valsalva Maneuver combined with Deep 

Breathing, provided after orthostatic test, did not show improvement of PSNS 

or show just slight improvement, this kind of testing result confirm pain, 

because PSNS activity after full testing protocol still negative and SNS activity 

still High (see Fig. 8B). Bottom line: Standard Autonomic testing protocol 

suggested by AMA (American medical association) is enough to confirm pain, 

but only in case if there is no simulation of the pain. 
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                  Fig. 8A Orthotest result.  Possible Pain or just high Stress 
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     Fig. 8B Valsalva test confirmed pain, if there is clinical evidence of Pain 

2.2 Specific cases with Simulation of pain  

NOTE: Only in case if doctor concern about simulation and if patient without 

any Heart problems, we can suggest doing enforced Valsalva maneuver, 

which means Hold Breathing a little bed more time, for instance- normally 

patient hold breathing around 10 -20 sec. For enforced method you can hold 

breathing around 30 - 40 even 45 secs. In case if patient simulated pain, PSNS 

activity will improve 3 or more levels up, see Fig. 9 below, and if PSNS not 
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improve or improve just 1-2 levels up, this test confirmed pain and do not 

confirm simulation, see Fig. 8B. 

 

Fig. 9 Enforced Valsalva, no Pain at all, because PSNS improve 4 levels 

UP 

NOTE:  This type of testing is strait physiological, and, in any case, physician 

will take full responsibility for final decision about simulation pain, because 

only doctor has individual patient information and even some specific patient 

info. 
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WARNING: Enforced Valsalva cannot be provided for medical purpose. The 

reason only to recognize case of simulation pain, if doctor has some specific 

information about patient intent. Also, this type of testing can be done only for 

young people with no type of Heart disease.  

 3.0 Beta-Blockers overdose or degeneration case                                               

 If SNS – negative as well as PSNS – negative, this case can qualify as 

degeneration of all Autonomic Nervous center’s activity for instance: 

degenerative join diseases, Cancer of last stage, serious drug abuse or substance 

abuse, or, the most often case is overdose of Beta-blockers. See below case of 

Beta- Blockers overdose on fig. 10 
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               Fig.10 A. Beta-Blockers overdose or degeneration case - Orthostatic test.     
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                 Fig.10B     Beta-Blockers overdose or degeneration case – Valsalva test 

combined with deep Breathing               
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 NOTE: All of this scenario required appropriate clinical evidence confirmed by 

physician.  

By our studies we find out only a couple of patterns related with some medical 

diagnosis: 

-Parasympathetic disbalance  

- paradoxical PSNS response  

- 4.0 Parasympathetic disbalance. 

- When PSNS [Supine] is positive and higher than   PSNS [upright] for 3 or more 

levels, see below. This conditions highly likely related with gastrointestinal 

system problems or with some brain deregulations, because vagus nerve 

activity mostly concentrated on innervation gastrointestinal system and the 

brain. 
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                                                             Fig. 11 Parasympathetic disbalance 

• In case of brain deregulations (syncope, dizziness) physician can use 

assessment of PSNS dysfunction as a marker if the problem still exists. 

NOTE: PSNS dysfunction related to brain deregulation mostly find it for 

teenager’s cases. 

4.1 Paradoxical PSNS response clinically related with Psychological   

      introversion, when during stand-up PSNS instead of decrease – increased. 
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Psychologically introvert the person who look insight, extravert – looks 

outside. (means normal) 

 

Fig. 12 Psychological introversion, because PSNS increase instead of 

decrease during Stand-Up  

 

 5.0 Chronotropic incompetence, when during stand-up SNS instead of 

increase, going down to negative. Clinically it’s related with adrenal deficiency. See 

below 
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                                             Fig. 13 Chronotropic incompetence 

6.0 Risk Stratification for Primary SCD Prevention 

Risk of SCD must be analyzed from 2 different point of view: 

- Medical or clinical analysis, 

- Physiological point of view. 

By our testing we can talk only about physiological and moreover path-

physiological approach. There is 2 opposite each other clinical situation: 

1. The most often is High stress related with cardiac pain during infarct of the 

myocardium and others life-threatening situations. Usually there is high 
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SNS activity level and lowest PSNS activity. One of the most typical therapy 

provided in case of infarct of the myocardium is Beta-Blockers. On picture 

below we see as an example, Orthostatic test result with SNS level 4 and 

PSNS level – 4, this kind of condition required as minimum serious doctors’ 

attention and more in-deep clinical assessment. Another example which 

required also immediate doctors’ attention, when after Valsalva maneuver 

combined with Deep Breathing, PSNS activity instead of increase – 

decreased to the lowest level -4 with SNS around levels 3 or 4. Usually we 

do Valsalva testing combined with Deep breathing to find if patient has 

reserve of ANS receptors sensitivity, it means we are usually looking 

improvement of PSNS function. For this case patient spend his last 

Autonomic capacity just to do the test and PSNS became even worsted. 

NOTE: In this case Valsalva maneuver as itself not required, patients can be 

asking just to do the deep Breathing instead of Valsalva, and it will be 

enough to find out if patient has some Autonomic sensitivity reserve.      

2. Totally opposite situation, related with significant degeneration of all 

Autonomic Nervous centers, when PSNS significantly decreased usually -4, as 

well SNS also significantly down usually -2, -3 or even -4. Significant 

degeneration of ANS activity typically related with elderly or sometimes with 

chronic drug abuse patients. Periodically we are hear from news about deadly 

cases related with chronic drug abuse. Hear is one important issue – Beta-

Blockers prescription for patients with low level of SNS activity can create 

dangers  conditions for patients almost right away, because sympathetic activity 

already significantly down and additional block of cholinergic activity 

immediately created complete Block of cardiac innervation and as result 

possible sudden cardiac arrest.  This scenario possible during intensive care 

treatment. 
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Risk Stratification for Primary SCD Prevention - Orthostatic test 
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          Risk Stratification for Primary SCD Prevention - 

          Valsalva maneuver combined with Deep Breathing 
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            Not applicable conditions for Autonomic testing 

 

For proper Autonomic testing patient’s S-A node must be modulated by 

SNS and PSNS without serious restriction. The most typical cases with 

serious restrictions are following:  1. Atrial fibrillation – AFIB; 2. 

Implantable pacemaker. Both this cases completely restrict Autonomic 

modulation to the S-A node and as result such cases qualify as not 

applicable. Sometimes, as not applicable, Intellewave system 

automatically qualify cases with multiple arrythmias and massive number 

of ectopic beats and/or interferences. Intellewave system uses unique 

algorithm to automatically recognize arrhythmias and/or interferences, 

based on analysis only consecutive groups of R-R intervals and use the 

method of Scatter Graph [5]. Algorithm was developed by using Artificial 

Intelligence theory. During FDA preparation Intellewave algorithm was 

validated on MIT – BIH data base and shown accuracy about 90% for all 

data cases collected in intensive care unit from congestive heart disease 

patients. On pictures below shown case with AFIB, automatically 

recognized as NOT APPLICABLE and cases with large number of PVC’s 

and SVT, which was automatically recognize as applicable test with 

accurate result. 

Expert corrections required cases 

Cases with more than 70% of entire data segment affected by arrhythmias 

and/or interference automatically recognized and marked by red color. 

Selected cases send by email to the company Expert for manual 

corrections. Company Expert are highly trained technician skilled to 

manually remove all interference and ectopic beats, recalculate cleaned 

data and provide final test result, send it back to doctor as email 

attachment. 
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              Atrial Fibrillation case - Orthostatic test 
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Atrial Fibrillation case - Valsalva maneuver combined with Deep 

Breathing 
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Case of Chronic stage of CAN with a number of PVC’s and SVT - 
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Orthostatic test (accurately recognized even in case of arrythmia) 
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Case of Chronic stage of CAN with a number of PVC’s and SVT – 

Valsalva maneuver combined with Deep Breathing. (accurately 

recognized even in case of arrythmia) 

 

 

7.0 Summary of Autonomic testing.  

1. Medical or clinical interpretation of Autonomic testing is making sense only 

in case if PSNS decreasing (means negative), in case if PSNS positive, we talk 

only about physiological interpretations. 

 2. Sympathetic function testing in case if PSNS -negative, can recognize Stress 

(pain), in case of High SNS level. In case of Low SNS level, means -negative, 

such situation can be qualified as degeneration of ANS centers or as Beta-

blockers overdose (by this assessment physician can modify Beta-blockers 

therapy). 

  3. Increase of PSNS (positive PSNS) with different levels of SNS can be qualify 

only as different physiological conditions, excluding any pathology. 

For better understanding clinical use of ANS testing we must first analyze 

typical ANS responses during Orthostatic test and Valsalva Maneuver 

combined with Deep Breathing. Below please see the most typical ANS 

responses during Orthostatic interventions. 

A. Normal responses both SNS and PSNS, when SNS increase no more 

than one level UP and PSNS decrease no more than one level 

DOWN 
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B.   Normal PSNS response and abnormal SNS response. NOTE: In 

case if SNS increase to 3 or more levels UP it qualifies as Posture 

Orthostatic Tachycardia syndrome - POTS    

C. Normal SNS response and abnormal PSNS, when PSNS decrease 2 

levels down. 

D. Significant PSNS disbalance, when PSNS (Upright) less than PSNS 

(Supine) for 3 or more levels DOWN. Such of PSNS disbalance 

usually related with gastrointestinal system problems or brain 

deregulation, to confirm it’s required appropriate clinical 

evidence. 

NOTE: Possibility of such clinical correlation related with fact that 

Vagus Nerve mostly innervated GI system and Brain.  

E.   Paradoxical PSNS response, when PSNS (Upright) more than 

PSNS (Supine). NOTE1. During Orthostatic intervention normal 

PSNS response is only decrease or keep the same.  

NOTE2. Paradoxical PSNS response usually related with 

individual psyche-emotional status such as introversion and 

required psychologist clinical confirmation.   

F. Double paradoxical response, when PSNS increase instead of 

decrease and SNS decrease instead of increase. NOTE. Clinically it’s 

related simultaneously with psych-emotional issue plus additionally 

with chronotropic incompetence (adrenal deficiency), all of this cases 

required clinical confirmations. 
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NOTE: All described possible clinical issue related with individual 

physiological abnormalities recognizable during simple 

Orthostatic test. 

 

 

 

 

A. Normal responses                           B. Posture orthostatic tachycardia syndrome cases 
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    C.  Adequate response                      D. Inadequate response, possible GI system problems  

 

      E. Paradoxical PSNS response                F. Double paradoxical response, PSNS and SNS 

 

 

                              

 Clinical decision making based on Autonomic Function testing: 
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Based on level of path-physiological development (any pathology) physician 

can change standard treatment protocol for appropriate pathology, in case 

if PSNS -3 or -4 provide full treatment protocol, in case if PSNS -1 or -2, 

physician can modify treatment protocol.  In case of overdose of Beta-

Blockers physician can decrease dose or change Beta-Blockers medicine 

brand or configuration of different B-B medicine. 

In case of GI system problems physician can use ANS testing as a marker. If 

PSNS [supine] more than PSNS [upright] for 3 levels GI-system problem 

still exist, even if clinical evidence is absent. See picture below. 

 

.                     Fig. 14 PSNS evidence that GI system problems still exist.  
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. 

We summarize Medicare qualify Parasympathetic function testing as 

diagnostic testing because by PSNS assessment we can recognize the level of 

path-physiological development of some pathology. Medicare based on AMA 

suggestion to ANS testing, mostly target CAN or DAN assessment of the level 

of pathological development, but from scientifically point of view there is 

absolute doesn’t matter what kind of pathology clinically find by a physician, 

by PSNS function we can recognize the only level of path-physiological 

development of some pathology. Assessment of Sympathetic function makes 

clinically sense only when PSNS is negative and path-physiological development 

is present. In case if PSNS is negative, but SNS is high, such  condition can 

qualify as Stress or Pain (if pain clinically confirmed). 

Risk of Sudden Cardiac Arrest. 

In case if PSNS significantly negative (-3, -4) and SNS is too high like level 4, 

such condition can be related with risk of sudden cardiac arrest, if there is 

additional clinical or ECG evidence see picture below. 
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  Fig. 15 Risk of sudden cardiac arrest, in case if there is an additional clinical 

or ECG supported info. 

Syncope – path-physiological development, during  

              Tilt-table testing 

The main benefit of Real-Time R-R intervals variability analysis during Tilt-Table 
testing is to see changes of Spectral function components immediately after 
tilt, because this information can help doctor to see how developed path-
physiological process, or how created path-physiological mechanisms. 
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               Tilt-Table testing started with collection of 192 R-R intervals as base 
line data, after that immediately calculated first Integrated HF and 
Integrated LF components (displayed on a screen) and automatically 
started fast method of calculation Integrated HF and Integrated LF 
components after collections each next 6 R-R intervals. Calculation 
provided only by analysis of 192 R-R intervals each time shifted to the 
right after collection next 6 R-R intervals as  

              shown on Fig.16. 

                    Fig. 16 Red dot shown on a bottom graph is related with LF (SNS) 

changes, but Green dot is HF (PSNS) changes displayed after 
collection of each next 6 R-R intervals. 

Below you can see 3 types of data visualized on the screen during Tilt-Table 
test as follow: 
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1. Rhythm graphic strip; 

2. Changes of LF(SNS) AND HF(PSNS); 

3. Approximately each 1 min changes of Systolic and Diastolic  

Blood Pressure see Fig. 17. 

 

 

 

             Fig. 17 Tilt-Table testing to recognize Syncope development.  
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Real-time Heart Rate Variability Analysis (every 2 -4 minutes) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hourly monitor (calculation each hour)   
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Orthostatic Test-to-test Trends of HRV components 
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                    Tilt-Table testing to recognize Syncope development.  

 

 

 

 

 

ATTACHMENTS: 
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1.0 Methods for graphical visualization of R-R intervals variability. 

 

1.1 The Tachograph Method. 

about 60 years ago the only method of graphical visualization of the HRV analysis 

was a method of Tachograph. This method graphically represented variability of 

the Heart Rate, not of R-R intervals and it was based on a specific time interval of 

data collection, usually 5 min.  Actually, this method coined the name Heart Rate 

Variability which became very popular, but unfortunately not very accurate, because 

directly from the body we do not received Heart rate, we do receive R-R intervals 

derived from ECG reading or pulse intervals derived from some Pulse oximeter used 

usually Photopletizmography method (PPG method). 

NOTE: For R-R intervals we have to take the R-wave signal derived from the ECG 

reading, because only by ECG method we can recognize Parasympathetic (High 

Frequency) modulation to the S-A node. To recognize High Frequency modulations 

by using Pulse intervals (PPG method) data is theoretically impossible. Thus, for 

ANS testing Medicare will PAY ONLY if R-R intervals are derived from an ECG 

reading.    

 

 

                                                              Fig. 1A 
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As it’s already well known this method of data collection played crucial role for 

Heart Rate Variability analysis by switching most of the studies for next 40-50 years 

to the wrong way based on approach of 5-min data collection.  NOTE 1: R-R 

intervals variability by definition is random process and to get consistency of any 

statistical analysis of random data we must each time takes data segment with 

absolutely the same number of random events (means same number of R-R 

intervals), as result any statistical analysis based on a method of 5-min of data 

collection will not be consistent at all, because each segment of 5-min of data 

contain different number of R-R intervals, even if it’s collected from the same 

person. 

 NOTE 2. Unfortunately, mean time based on this wrong method of 5-min of 

data collection was done a hundred even a thousand studies and we must clarify 

that there was just waisted time and money.  

NOTE 3: For Intellewave algorithm we took for spectral analysis data segment of 

192 R – R intervals.     

 

1.2 Method of Rhythm graph 

The right method of graphical representation of R-R intervals variability was 

developed by Dr. D. Zheimaitite. (“The methodology for automatic analysis of 

rhythm grams and its clinical applications.” PhD thesis, Kaunas, Lithuania, 1972.), 

but unfortunately was not widely known for scientific community until now.   Dr. 

Zhemaitite’s” Method of Rhythm graph”, represented on FIG. 1B, is based on 

representing the time intervals between consecutive heartbeats as straight vertical 

lines. The longer interval between two heartbeats (R - R), the longer the 
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corresponding vertical line.                             

 

Figure 1B. RR intervals are recorded in a “Method of Rhythm graph” 

When these lines are graphed sequentially, they form a Rhythm gram—a curve-

specific wave portrait of R - R intervals variability shown on Fig. 1B. Rhythm 

graphic representation allows a great deal of information to be compressed in a 

simple picture and look like a fingerprint of individual type of regulation 

mechanism.  

2.0  The Spectral analysis of R-R intervals variability. 
 

The wave portrait in Fig. 2 is composed of 448 R - R intervals of the ECG, where 

is 1st 192 R-R intervals is SUPINE position, last 192 R-R intervals is UPRIGHT 

position and 64 R-R intervals is TRANSITION period between Supine and 

Upright  A spectral analysis of 192 R-R intervals of Supine and 192 R-R intervals 

in Upright allows an investigator to identify two main spectral components of R-

R intervals variability: 

Low frequency: 0.033-0.15 Hz; 

High frequency: 0.15-0.5 Hz. 
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For a more convenient operation and to make our Spectral analysis more precise we 

divided LF band in two sub ranges: LF1 (0.07-0.15) and LF2 (0.04-0.07). This also 

agrees with the assignment of different physiological parameters to each of the two 

sub ranges. 

 

Spectral chart showing these parameters is displayed on Fig. 3. 

 

___________192 R-R______Transition____________192 R-R________  

Figure 2. A rhythm graphic strip composed of a stream of consecutive RR intervals 

 

Figure 3. Spectral chart with results of spectral components calculations 

 

 

Additional information on Heart Rate Variability Analysis for  
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Autonomic Nervous System testing and related issues 

 

It has been shown in numerous published articles [1,2,3] that there is a 

high correlation (approximately 95%) between a high-frequency spectral 

function of R-R intervals variability and the PSNS activity and an almost 

70% correlation between the low-frequency function of R-R intervals 

variability and the SNS activity. The remaining 30% of low-frequency 

activity relate to PSNS activity and other regulatory mechanisms such as 

neuro-humoral, hormonal, thermoregulatory and baroreceptor 

mechanisms. 

Thus, to recognize SNS and PSNS activity separately is very difficult and 

in order to create reliable, reproducible and quantitative assessments, it is 

essential to consider the following: 

 

Method of data selection 

 A majority of companies and scientific groups using HRV use the “5-

minutes approach” as a method of data selection, but from the “Theory of 

Random Processes”, we learn that to make a statistical analysis of any 

random process we must take the same number of random events. This is 

one of the basic statements of the theory. In the case of HRV, the random 

event is the RR-interval. Each 5-minute set of such events consists of a 

different number of RR-intervals, even if it is the same person being tested 

in all measurements. As a result, those using the “5-minute” method, a 

“time-based” approach, cannot get consistency and reproducibility for any 

HRV statistical analysis. 

Currently, the only two other devices besides IntelleWave that use the 

“definite number of R-R intervals” as the data selection method are 

“HERO” and “ANSIscope”. 
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Automatic detection of ectopic beats and artifacts to provide high 

quality HRV analysis 

 

Spectral analysis of R-R intervals is sensitive to any artifact or ectopic 

beat attained in the selected set of data. For instance, just one artifact in 

the center of the selected data segment dramatically increases the power 

of high frequency spectral function of R-R intervals variability making 

PSNS assessment completely wrong. 

Most of companies who include HRV analysis in their product (all of the 

Holter-Monitors) provide artifact detection based on morphological 

analysis of ECG data which is very good for Holter application, but 

absolutely doesn’t work for HRV assessment in some clinical cases such 

as - “sick sinus syndrome” and complicated arrhythmias. For HRV 

assessment detection of artifact can be made only based on analysis 

different patterns of consecutive R-R intervals. During development of its 

algorithm, IntelleWave created >2000 patterns of relationships between 

consecutive R-R-intervals corresponding to different combinations of 

artifacts and ectopic beats. To organize the algorithm, IntelleWave used 

well-known Artificial Intelligence techniques actually the theory of 

Production that resulted in the development of fully automatic and highly 

accurate HRV assessment, unique to Intellewave. 

 

NOTE: Instead of difficult automatic HF calculation in scientific 

literature we can find alternative solution to the problem of Autonomic 

assessment [5], which involves the use of two types of measurements as 

follows: 

1. Traditional Spectral analysis of R-R interval variability (mostly for LF 

assessment, which is much easier than HF calculation) and 

2. Respiration measurement to locate the frequency band of 

parasympathetic activity [5]. 
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Physiologically this approach is based on the correlation of “breathing 

waves”, measured as respiration frequency, with the PSNS activity. This 

correlation does exist during spontaneous breathing but only in absolutely 

healthy subjects and is useful in fields such as Air Force and Navy but 

completely not applicable for patients with abnormal breathing and the 

elderly. 

In matter of fact Dr. Cohen [9] suggests using combination of HRV and 

respiration as an economical way to avoid difficult automatic HF 

calculation. 

Method of Spectral analysis of R-R intervals variability (Fourier 

transform) with the most effective mathematical filter to amplify High and 

Low- frequency components. 

In the scientific literature we can find references on the “gold standard” 

in HRV analysis - the “Chronos algorithm” [1]. 

The IntelleWave algorithm (former name is the Nerve Express) was 

validated at Columbia University with excellent agreement between 

the Nerve-Express algorithm and the “Chronos algorithm” which contains 

the best method of filtering HF and LF components. 

Sophisticated graphical clusterization of the relationship between 

Integrated High-Frequency (HF) and Integrated Low-Frequency (LF) 

components of HRV 

This stage has been developed to make the method useful not only for 

researchers but also for practitioners [6,7]. 

IntelleWave has done this by developing a proprietary algorithm based on 

Artificial Intelligence method - the Marvin Minsky’s Frame Theory. 

Additional Advantages of Intellewave method 

Some of commercially available devices to assess CAN and DAN use just 

3 very popular indices: 
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1. 30/15 ratio (after orthostatic intervention) 

2. Valsalva Ratio (after Valsalva maneuver) 

3. E/I Ratio (after Deep breathing) 

 

30/15 Ratio. The main idea of this parameter is based on the theoretical 

suggestion that when a patient changes position from supine to upright, 

the highest heart rate will be on the 15th heart beat and the lowest heart 

rate will be on the 30th heart beat after the patient stands up (see Figure 1 

below). 

 

 

Figure 1 

 

NOTE: Each vertical line on this figure is corresponding to the time 

interval between consecutive heart beats. 

Physiology of this parameter is well-known and is described in scientific 

literature [8]. 

The transition period between supine and upright is subdivided into 2 

phases as shown in Figure 2 below. 
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Figure 2 

1st phase of transition from the moment of standing up to HR (max) – 

minimum R-R interval is highly correlated with the adaptation reserve of 

the myocardium [8] and is calculated as HR(Max)/HR (supine) ratio. 

2nd phase is theoretically a 30/15 Ratio, but practically it must be 

calculated as a ratio of HR (min)/HR (max) or RR (max)/RR (min), 

because the possibility to match Heart Beat #15 with HR (max) and #30 

with HR (min) can be just one of thousands of cases. 

Therefore, if we calculate 30/15 Ratio exactly as HR on beat 30 over HR 

on beat 15 we will never get an accurate assessment. From a physiologic 

standpoint this ratio is consistent with a compensation response by the 

peripheral vascular system when a patient stands up. This parameter is, 

for example, very important for a patient with diabetic autonomic 

neuropathy (DAN). 

 

NOTE: A simple calculation of 30/15 ratio as HR (min)/ HR (max) is 

possible only when there is a previously completed detection of artifacts 

and ectopic beats in the transition period segment of R-R intervals. 

Intellewave solves this problem with its special approach to artifact 

detection during the transition period. 
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Valsalva Ratio 

The classic response of heart rate during a Valsalva maneuver is to go up. 

As a result, R-R intervals become shorter and the Rhythmographic strip 

begins to curve downward (see Figure 3 below). 

 

Figure 3 

After completing a Valsalva maneuver the heart rate slows down, the R-

R intervals become longer, and the curve starts to go up. Valsalva ratio 

here is calculated as HR (max)/HR (min). However, in about 25-35% of 

cases humans demonstrate an opposite response [8]. At the beginning, the 

heart rate slows down and later increases (see Figure 4 below). 

In such cases the correct calculation will be HR (max)/HR (min1), and the 

wrong calculation--HR (max)/HR (min2). 

 This is just a short description of the most important problems related to 

the ANS testing based on Heart Rate Variability and Blood pressure 

analysis. 
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Figure 4 
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